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canvasXpress.data  canvasXpress datasets

Description

This package contains data used and referenced in the canvasXpress R package

get_data

Get data for given filename.

Usage

get_data(file_name)

Arguments

file_name  the file_name

Value

File content.

GSE9750_expression  Gene Expression Dataset - Cervical Cancer (expression values)

Description

This example dataset is taken from the below referenced study. That study was aimed at identification of gene expression profiles in cervical cancer and the role of specific genes in cervical carcinogenesis.

This dataset was prepared for visualization by retrieving the gene expression values that follow the source data header information and moving the ID column to the rownames. This allows the storage and processing of the large numeric data as a matrix instead of a data frame for efficiency while retaining the ability to join it to the sample annotations and gene information.

Usage

GSE9750_expression
**Format**

A numeric matrix containing gene expression data

**References**


---

**GSE9750_gene_details  Gene Expression Dataset - Cervical Cancer (gene details)**

---

**Description**

This example dataset is the gene information for genes present in the GSE9750 study referenced below. The data was retrieved from the GEOquery package referenced below.

This dataset was prepared for visualization by renaming the columns and subsetting to only the information necessary for visualization. The Symbol and Description fields were also cleaned.

**Usage**

GSE9750_gene_details

**Format**

A dataframe containing gene metadata for the GSE9750 study

**References**


Description

This example dataset is taken from the below referenced study. That study was aimed at identification of gene expression profiles in cervical cancer and the role of specific genes in cervical carcinogenesis.

This dataset was prepared for visualization by retrieving the sample characteristics from the original data file header. This was followed by reshaping and removal of special characters from the column headers. The data was further refined through dividing combined data and cleaning to create consistent values across samples before subsetting to extract the sample annotations of interest and binning the Age.

Usage

GSE9750_sample_annot

Format

A dataframe containing prepared sample annotation data

References

Index
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